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Knowing the added stress of the separation would hinder their recovery, Kathy Crawford, RN,
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Cathie. “We were so touched to be able tofriends
do something
it doesn’t get any better than that.”
This is just one of the many stories that demonstrates how Virtua people are providing an
outstanding experience and how our patients feel about it.

K. missing a lot – her favorite snacks, time with
friends, and watching the Philadelphia Eagles
games. But when she met Jamie Brown, RN,
people BSN,
are she
providing
anfriend.
found a new

This is just one of the many stories that demonstrates how Virtua people are providing
an outstanding experience and how our patients feel about it.

With Jamie, Kara felt comfortable asking questions and raising concerns about her care. And
the little things Jamie did during her stay – getting
a movie, sharing snacks, and dressing in Eagles
gear – made Kara feel like she was at home.

That’s the
Virtua Experience.

That’s the
“Jamie connected with my daughter on a
Virtua Experience.
personal level, but was still professional
with me,” says Kara’s mother. “I knew
Kara was in good hands.”

This is just one of the many stories that
demonstrates how Virtua people are providing an outstanding experience and
how our patients feel about it.
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Greg L. needed to stay connected to friends and family at a very
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The Chuck Bentzley,
Timothy Boyle and
Alicea
Experience:
Joe had been out of work, and being in the hospital feltLydia
like one more
stroke of bad
luck. But a

crucial time; he had been admitted to the cardiology unit at Virtua
Memorial. An out-of-state visitor, he longed to have his family by
his side, but they were miles away. To make matters worse,
the battery in his cell phone wasn’t charged and everyone’s contact information was stored inside.

Who knew a simple box of pepper steak with rice could lift a
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Fortunately, EKG technician Darren Lewis had
a charger that fit Greg’s phone. When he
surprised Greg with it, he revived his spirits
and got him connected to the people that
mattered most – his family and friends.

“I was craving steak and potatoes,” says Steven. “But I
was on a strict diet for medical needs, and could only
have a meal with rice.” Maria remembered what she
brought for dinner and offered her pepper steak with rice
entrée to Steven. What Maria considered a small sacrifice for herself, was a big delight for a Virtua patient.

Gina spoke with Call Center representative Marie Harmon, who
contacted 20 different surgeons until she found exactly the
right one: someone who could help heal Mom-Mom’s wrist
and accepted her insurance.

quick recovery and the good will of his nurses
changed Joe’s outlook – and his son’s Christmas.
“I trusted Marie would find the right physician for our needs,”
The Debbie Engelke
Experience:

This is just one of the many stories that
demonstrates how Virtua people are providing
an outstanding experience and how our patients
feel about it.

says Gina. “Thanks to her, I could care for Mom-Mom, without
worrying about getting an appointment.”
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“She gave me a personal touch,” remembers
Mary. “Debbie’s kindness and caring
attitude brought me tears of joy.”
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Joe had been out of work, and being in the hospital felt likeThat’s
onethe
more stroke of bad luck. But a
Virtua
quick recovery and the good will of his nurses changed Joe’s
outlook – and his son’s Christmas. The Nicole McFetridge Experience:
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That’s the
Virtua Experience.

Together, Diane Carlin, RN, Cathie Salvati, RN, Bonnie Kelsey, RN, and Sue Exley purchased
When Margaret E. was admitted to Marlton, she had one very
important concern: the date. That’s because on Thursdays, she
bingo at the local senior’s club. It was Tuesday, and she
a coat for Joe’s son in time for Christmas morning. “It was our chance to play Santa Claus,” says plays
was worried she would miss her game time with her friends.
Fortunately, Nicole McFetridge, RN, understood her frustration.
Cathie. “We were so touched to be able to do something like that for one of our patients –
Thursday morning, Nicole was setting up a bingo game
just for Margaret.
it doesn’t get any better than that.”
This is just one of the many stories that demonstrates how Virtua people are providing
an outstanding experience and how our patients feel about it.

The Andrea McAleer and
Laura Jodice Experience:

That’s the
Virtua Experience.

That’s the
Virtua
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“By the time Nicole had set up the game, she had
an audience of bingo players,” recalls supervisor
Lisa Ferrero, BSN. “She brought in bingo prizes,
and made sure Margaret didn’t miss a game.”
This is just one of the many stories that
demonstrates how Virtua people are providing
an outstanding experience and how our
patients feel about it.

That’s the
Virtua
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It was October when Judith F. was admitted to Marlton’s intensive care unit with a terminal illness. And,
it was only weeks before her daughter’s wedding.
Sensing the urgency and importance of the upcoming nuptials, Andrea McAleer, RN, and Environmental
Services Director Laura Jodice arranged an impromptu wedding in Judith’s room. The ceremony was
complete with cake, decorations, wedding rings and ginger ale “champagne.”
“Nothing could compare to the beauty of seeing my wife watching our daughter get married; we thought
she wouldn’t witness the day,” says Judith’s husband. “Thanks to these women, we could celebrate as
a family.”
This is just one of the many stories that demonstrates how Virtua people are providing an outstanding
experience and how our patients feel about it.

That’s the
Virtua
Experience.

Virtua is still the #1 Best Place to Work!
Thanks to our team, we’ve again been named the #1 Best Place to Work in the 1,000-employeesor-more category of the Philadelphia Business Journal’s (PBJ) annual survey of employees. Virtua
has held this position for five years in a row, and for the third consecutive year, we’ve been named
to the PBJ’s Hall of Fame.
Why is this important? Because engaged employees provide an Outstanding Patient Experience,
and that results in high patient satisfaction.
We are proud of our healthcare team, some of whom are shown here, and proud of the Caring
Culture, Excellent Customer Service, High Clinical Quality and Safety that our Best People deliver
to our patients.

Richard P. Miller
Chief Executive Officer

The Premier Healthcare Provider in South Jersey

